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Varsity
Hockey

The first organization meet-
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P AÏ1 students who are serious 
about making a position on the 
varsity or J.V. team are urged 
to attend. A discussion on 
pre-season conditioning will be 
conducted.
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Al Jones

ATES of the
hunters

ammunition

rifles
SHOTGUNS
COMPASSES
KNIVES
SLINGS — BELTS

Everything for 
hunting at 

the Sports Dept, of

Next weekend is tentative, 
Ricker Teachers College.
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St. Dunstans 28-H
U.N.B. 18-12
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15-50have portrait “A” Team vs. Husson - 
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8l,„.d Wm E. Wu* Chlll

Schuddeboom
3. Cleary
4. Price
5. Sproule 

6.-7. Fairchild
Williamson 

8. Drauin
“B” Team vs. FHS — 35-22 

FHS

studentUNB discipline notice 
1. Any •tudan‘ *tl1function itisplayt g ion
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Sporting Goods Store20:10 
UNB 20:551. Keeling

2. Jarvis
3. Gibson
4. Fisher
5. Stewart
6. McDonald
7. Brittain
8. Greenough
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